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ABSTRACT   

Supramolecular architectures that work out-of-equilibrium or that can change in specific ways 

when absorbing external energy are ubiquitous in nature.  Gaining the ability to create via self-

assembly artificial materials possessing such fascinating behaviors would have a major impact in 

many fields.  However, the rational design of similar dynamic structures requires to understand 

and, even more challenging, to learn how to master the molecular mechanisms governing how the 

assembled systems evolve far from the equilibrium.  Typically, this represents a daunting challenge 

due to the limited molecular insight that can be obtained by the experiments or by classical 

modeling approaches.  Here we combine coarse-grained molecular models and advanced 

simulation approaches to study at submolecular (<5 Å) resolution a supramolecular tubule that 

breaks and disassembles upon absorption of light energy triggering isomerization of its 

azobenzene-containing monomers.  Our approach allows us to investigate the molecular 

mechanism of monomer transition in the assembly and to elucidate the kinetic process for the 

accumulation of the transitions in the system.  Despite the stochastic nature of the excitation 

process, we demonstrate how these tubules preferentially dissipate the absorbed energy locally, 

via the amplification of defects in their supramolecular structure.  We find that this constitutes the 

best kinetic pathway for accumulating monomer transitions in the system, which determines the 

dynamic evolution out-of-equilibrium and the brittle behavior of the assembly under perturbed 

conditions.  Thanks to the flexibility of our models, we finally come out with a general principle, 

where defects explain and control the brittle/soft behavior of such light-responsive assemblies. 

KEYWORDS:  supramolecular polymers, self-assembly, out-of-equilibrium, stimuli responsive, 

defects, coarse-grained martini force-field, azobenzene  
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Nature uses self-assembly to create supramolecular materials that absorb external energy and 

transduce it into dynamic functions with great fidelity.1,2  Such fascinating behavior is deeply 

encoded at the molecular level, typically into building blocks (or monomers) that undergo 

structural transformations in response to specific stimuli.  The molecular transformations are 

subsequently transmitted and amplified at the supramolecular level inducing a dynamic response 

of the assembly.  Prototypical examples are cellular microtubules, which can convert chemical 

energy into mechanical forces that are key for the motion or shape-shifting of cells.3,4  GTP binding 

and subsequent hydrolysis induces a series of conformational changes in the tubulin building 

blocks of these tubular assemblies controlling their dynamic polymerization and 

depolymerization.5,6  But the examples of supramolecular systems that can convert external energy 

into a dynamic adaptation (or response) are ubiquitous.1,7–9  

In the recent years synthetic chemists put a considerable effort into designing artificial systems 

that work in similar way.1,10–17  One way is to use chemical energy (e.g., intermolecular 

interactions, molecular fuels, etc.) to drive the system out of equilibrium.18  Another typical 

strategy is to introduce light-responsive molecular actuators in the self-assembling monomers that 

undergo transitions when stimulated.  In this family, a well-studied example is azobenzene, a 

photo-responsive molecule switching between trans and cis isomers when irradiated with light.19  

Such molecular switches have been incorporated into self-assembling monomers to obtain various 

types of stimuli-responsive supramolecular structures.16,20–24   

While chemically- and light-stimulated supramolecular systems present some differences (e.g., 

microscopically reversible vs. light-activated excited states),25–27 in general in these systems the 

assembly is driven away from the equilibrium by the absorption of external energy and this 
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dynamically reacts, or adapts, evolving toward a new equilibrium state.  In all cases, how exactly 

these perturbed systems evolve in time under such non-equilibrium conditions is difficult to predict 

and control.  A major limitation is that the design of such stimuli-responsive systems typically 

proceeds via trial-and-error approaches.  Furthermore, while in artificial settings the 

supramolecular systems are typically studied at the level of statistical ensembles or, in the best 

case, of individual self-assembled objects, this does not suffice for a molecular understanding of 

the mechanisms determining their behavior.  To mimic the great fidelity of natural materials in 

achieving dynamic functions it is necessary to understand the molecular factors and mechanisms 

that control how the monomer transitions are transduced into a specific dynamic evolution of the 

self-assembled system.  This requires exploring the evolution of the assembly while this is out-of-

equilibrium at a submolecular resolution.  While this is experimentally daunting, molecular 

simulations provide useful molecular insight into such supramolecular materials28–35 and their 

stimuli-responsive behavior.36–39  For example, azobenzene-containing supramolecular structures 

– e.g., monolayers,40 nanoparticles,22,41,42 vesicles,24 tubules,23 liquid crystals,43,44 etc. – have been 

studied by means of quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM),40 all-atom (AA)22,23 

and coarse-grained (CG)41,45 simulation approaches.  Such efforts provided molecular-level insight 

into the structure of assemblies.  However, exploring the molecular processes underpinning the 

dynamic evolution of a perturbed assembly under the influence of the stimulus remains a 

challenge. 

As a representative case, here we focus on supramolecular tubules containing azobenzene units 

in the hydrophobic V-shaped tails of their self-assembling monomers.  Previous experimental work 

has shown that these tubules first break into shorter segments and then disassemble upon UV-light 

exposure in the timescale of minutes/hours (Figure 1).23  Considering the stochastic nature of the 
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UV-light excitation of the azobenzene units in the system, the non-equilibrium dynamic behavior 

of these tubules – breaking into segments instead of uniformly melting/disassembling in time – is 

interesting.  This suggests an intrinsic preferential way for these self-assembled tubules to evolve 

dynamically while they absorb energy from light. 

 

Figure 1  Photo-responsive breakage and disassembly of supramolecular tubules.23  a Structure of 
the monomers: these hierarchically self-assemble in water into rings and tubules due to 
hydrophobic interactions, π-π stacking and shape recognition.  Bottom scheme: UV light-triggered 
isomerization of the azobenzene units in the hydrophobic monomer tails triggers strain 
accumulation, breakage and disassembly of the tubules.23  b Previous experiments: CD intensity 
at λ = 400 nm (black) and position of λmax (blue) during the light exposure (monomer concentration 
2.5 µM), expressed as a function of the percentage of cis in the system.  Three phases of strain 
buildup/conformational change (green), strain release/tubule breakage (red) and disassembly 
(grey) are identified.23  c Stained TEM image of the tubules (see also Supporting Figure S1). 

 

Here we combine fine coarse-grained models with advanced simulation approaches to 

investigate the molecular factors controlling the pathway undertaken by the perturbed tubules 

during their dynamic evolution toward disassembly.  The submolecular (<5 Å) resolution of our 
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models allows us to link the mechanism and kinetics of the molecular transitions with the defects 

generated in the supramolecular structure and the dynamic evolution of the perturbed assembly.  

We demonstrate how defects accumulate on the tubules and dissipate the absorbed energy 

according to a precise kinetic mechanism, which origin is deeply encoded at a molecular level.  

These results provide us a deep comprehension of the key factors controlling how such assemblies 

evolve when they are perturbed by light.    

 

Results and discussion 

Monomer isomerization in the supramolecular tubule.  Investigating the UV-light activated 

trans-to-cis transition of the azobenzene groups of the monomers inside the self-assembled 

structure is a first key step to understanding how the transitions affect the assembly and produce a 

dynamic response in these tubules.  The great complexity of this supramolecular system exceeds 

the possibilities of fully atomistic (AA) models (see Methods for details).  At the same time, this 

required the development of a coarse-grained (CG) model for the monomers of Figure 1 fine 

enough to reproduce the trans-to-cis azobenzene isomerization in accurate way (mechanism and 

pathway).   

The trans-to-cis azobenzene isomerization occurs out-of-plane, mainly via a rotational 

mechanism involving the first excited state of trans azobenzene (S*) and the torsion of the central 

N–N bond.46–48  First, we developed an AA model for the monomers reproducing the azobenzene 

trans-to-cis transition accurately (Figure 2: AAS*).  In model AAS*, the central CNNC dihedral 

potential term of the azobenzene tails was changed from the native black curve (unperturbed trans 

azobenzene) into the blue one of Figure 2a (S*: excited trans azobenzene).  In this way, the excited 
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tails undergo spontaneous trans-to-cis isomerization following the correct pathway46,47 (Figure 

2a-d) during an AAS*-MD simulation (see Methods).   

 
Figure 2  CG models for the trans-to-cis isomerizing monomers.  a AA and CG models for the 
photo-responsive monomers.  The switching of tails is obtained by replacing the native CNNC 
dihedral potential (black curve) with a potential (blue) in which the trans conformer becomes the 
new maximum (consistent with the first excited state of azobenzene, S*) and the cis conformer the 
new minimum.  b The CG models used in this work are optimized to reproduce the trans-to-cis 
isomerization pathway of AAS*.  c,d Trans-to-cis isomerization MD trajectories as a function of 
the CNNC dihedral angle and of (c) the CCNN one or of (d) the out-of-plane z-height.  All 
trajectories follow the correct rotational trans-to-cis transition pathway.46,47   

 

Model AAS* was used as a reference to develop a consistently accurate CG model (Figure 2: 

CGS*) allowing us to study the system on a larger-scale (structure and dynamics). Model CGS* 

was optimized to reproduce the strength of the monomer-monomer interaction/stacking 

(Supporting Figure 2) and the trans-to-cis isomerization pathway of model AAS* (see Methods).  

The trans-to-cis isomerization trajectory obtained from the MD simulations (rotational pathway) 

is the same in models AAS* and CGS* (Figure 2c: black vs. blue).  The monomer tails also 

complete their transition at the same out-of-plane height in all models (Figure 2d).  This is crucial 
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in our case, as the out-of-plane character of the monomer transitions is key for the impairment 

generated in the stacked structure of these supramolecular tubules.  

We built a CG model for the self-assembled tubule (Methods).  This models a section ~80 nm 

long of the bulk of an infinite tubule solvated in water (Figure 3a).  This is already in the range of 

what is observable by cryo-TEM (see Figure 1c), while the resolution of our CG model is <5 Å.  

This model was preliminarily equilibrated via CG-MD, showing the great stability and highly 

ordered tubular structure under unperturbed (before irradiation) conditions (Methods and 

Supporting Figure 3).  

Isomerization of the monomer tails inside the tubule occurs in a highly crowded environment.  

We used well-tempered metadynamics (WT-MetaD)49 simulations biasing the trans-to-cis 

transition of one tail in a monomer to obtain information on the free-energy barrier for this 

isomerization process in assembled vs. disassembled state (Methods).  For a disassembled 

unperturbed monomer, the tail transition from trans to cis configuration requires to overcome a 

free energy barrier of ~35-40 kcal mol-1 (Figure 3b, dotted black) – that corresponds, essentially, 

to the native barrier in the CNNC dihedral potential of Figure 2a (black curve).  However, for a 

monomer incorporated in the perfect all-trans tubule the transition barrier is much higher (Figure 

3b, red: ∆G ~70 kcal mol-1).  This is the effect of crowding in the assembled structure, which 

stabilizes the trans (planar) conformation of the monomer by an additional ~25-30 kcal mol-1.   

This has strong consequences.  For example, in a disassembled monomer where one azobenzene 

tail is described by model CGS* (Figure 2a, blue), the excited tail undergoes fast spontaneous 

trans-to-cis isomerization in the timescale of picoseconds (~10–12–10–11 s on average), consistent 

with the kinetics expected for the process.40  However, in the case of excitation of one single 

monomer tail (CGS*) inside the tubule while the other ones are unperturbed, we could not observe 
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the transition of the excited tail within microseconds of CGS*-MD simulation.  This is consistent 

with recent studies showing that azobenzene isomerization may be even impeded in crowded 

environments such as, for example, in dense nano-grafted azobiphenyl monolayers40,50–53 or in 

confined cages.54  Under such conditions, the considerable constrain introduced by monomer 

packing in these tubules makes the isomerization of an excited S* trans tail a rare event within the 

timescale accessible by our CGS*-MD simulations.   

 

Figure 3  Trans-to-cis azobenzene isomerization in the self-assembled tubule.  a Equilibrated CG 
model for an infinite supramolecular tubule.  The V-shaped tails (initially, all-trans) are colored 
in grey, hydrophilic PEG chains are colored in red, the simulation box is shown as dotted lines, 
water is not shown for clarity.  In the periodic images of the tubule, only the V-shaped tails are 
shown as light-grey shadows.  b Free energy barriers obtained from WT-MetaD simulations for 
the transition of one trans tail to cis in a perfect all-trans tubule (red), close to already transited cis 
tails (defects) in the tubule (blue) and in an isolated/disassembled monomer in water (dashed 
black).  Error bars in the plots represent s.e.m.  c Transition time distribution for the isomerization 
of an excited trans tail (CGS*) in a perfect tubule obtained via multiple infrequent WT-MetaD 
simulations (each grey segment in the distribution is one WT-MetaD run).  The Poisson 
distribution fitting curve providing the characteristic timescale for the event (τ) (see Methods) is 
shown in black.  d Scheme: thermodynamics and kinetics of the trans-to-cis tail transition in a 
perfect tubule (red) vs. in a disassembled/free monomer (blue). 
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As recently used for studying rare monomer exchange transitions in supramolecular polymers,32 

we ran multiple infrequent WT-MetaD55 simulations activating the transition to cis of one excited 

S* trans tail (CGS*) in a tubule where all other tails are unperturbed.  The transition times collected 

from these biased simulations were used to reconstruct the Poisson transition probability 

distribution (Figure 3c: Pn≥1) and the characteristic timescale (τ) for the real (unbiased) transition 

event (see Methods for details).32,56  While it is clear that the transition of a S* trans tail to cis in 

our model of a perfect tubule does introduce a defect in the assembly, the τ obtained for such event 

is found in the order of minutes (~101–102 s).   

We used the same WT-MetaD approach to investigate the characteristic timescale for the 

transition to cis of excited S* trans tails that are in the immediate neighborhood of already present 

cis defects (see Methods).  We could observe that in such a case, where the transition pathway is 

almost free from steric hindrance, the free-energy barrier for the transition becomes similar to that 

of a disassembled monomer (Figure 3b, blue curve, ~45 kcal mol-1).  Consistently, the tail 

transition to cis also occurs in the timescale of tens/hundreds of picoseconds (~10–11–10–10 s).  As 

summarized in the scheme of Figure 3d, this is due to the fact that in the presence of a defect the 

native barrier to the transition generated by the crowding (order) in the assembly is strongly 

reduced.  This makes the transition of excited trans tails (S*) ~10–12 times statistically more 

probable/frequent close to already transited cis tails (defects) rather than in other regions of these 

tubule where the tails are all trans. 

While these reconstructed kinetics are obtained from a simplified CG model and has 

qualitative/comparative meaning, the difference between the two cases is prominent.  In fact, even 

considering the stochastic character of the excitation process in the real system, the probability of 

exciting one tail that is exactly closest neighbor to a hypothetic first cis one is just below ~1/2000 
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in our tubule model (containing 1080 monomers and 2160 azobenzene tails) and ~1/20000 in a 

real tubule (maximum size ~1 µm, ~10000 monomers).  Despite this statistical penalty (~10–4–10–

3), the effect of crowding is still orders of magnitude stronger.  Based on this approximated 

calculation, the relative probability of having a transition close to a defect rather than in ordered 

domains of the tubule is very large (~108–109 more likely/frequent).  Moreover, it is worth noting 

that such a strong kinetic asymmetry in favor of accumulating cis tails in spatially correlated 

instead of random way is obtained from simulations where the excited trans tail cannot de-excite 

back in the models.  However, the lifetime of the excited state S* of trans azobenzene is in the 

order of picoseconds,40,57 and in the real system the de-excitation to the ground state of tails excited 

in perfect regions of the tubule is a likely event.  Thus, the strong kinetic tendency to accumulate 

cis tails in a spatially correlated way leading to defects amplification could be at worst 

underestimated by our model.  Nonetheless, the analysis of our infrequent WT-MetaD simulations 

demonstrates that, in general, in this system the transitions most likely occur in correspondence of 

the defects that are created or that may be intrinsically pre-existing along these tubules.  This is 

coherent with a mechanism of accumulation of the transitions in the system leading to the 

amplification of local defects, which tend to grow in size rather than in number on the structure of 

the tubule.  This is consistent with the experimental evidence that these tubules do not melt or 

uniformly disassemble upon UV-light irradiation, but they break locally into long-lived segments 

which then disassemble on a longer timescale.15   

 

Effect of monomer transitions on the supramolecular structure.  Modeling the stochastic 

nature of photo-activated monomer transitions that accumulate on the experimental timescale of 

minutes exceeds the possibility of MD simulation.  In such a slow process, the assembly has 
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sufficient time to relax and equilibrate while the percentage of cis tails increases in the system.  

Thus, to obtain a reliable picture of the effect of the trans-to-cis transitions on the supramolecular 

structure, we opted for equilibrating the tubule at various percentages of cis.  From a first CGS*-

MD simulation where all tails in the system were excited to undergo transition, we extracted 

configurations for the tubule at 2.5%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 30% of cis.  Interestingly, also in 

this case we could observe that the cis transitions do not appear randomly but as spatially correlated 

in the tubule, consistent with the kinetic data discussed above (Methods).  Equilibrating the tubule 

at these fixed cis percentages allowed us to study how this relaxes under a condition where the 

trans-to-cis transitions accumulate on a longer timescale (as in the experiments).   

Below 5% of cis, we could observe local deformations of the tubule structure (Supporting 

Figure 4).  Between 10% and 15% of cis the supramolecular structure was seen to become 

unstable.  At 15% of cis the tubule started breaking in correspondence of cis-rich domains (defects) 

after a few microseconds of CG-MD (Figure 4a).  At 30% of cis, while the tubule broke into 

shorter segments, we could clearly observe the spontaneous disassembly of monomers leaving the 

tubule during the equilibration CG-MD (Supporting Figure 4).  These results are consistent with 

the experimental evidence, indicating structural destabilization of the real tubules starting from 

below ~10% of cis and disassembly from ~20% of cis in the system.  This proves the reliability of 

our models.  In fact, it is worth noting that in these simulations we are not biasing the exchange of 

monomers out from the tubule, while the disassembly of cis monomers (a non-assembling species) 

is a spontaneous event occurring on longer timescales than the monomer transitions. 
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Figure 4  Effect of the monomer transitions on the tubule.  A Tubule at 15% of cis after 10 µs of 
equilibration CG-MD: trans tails are colored in grey, cis tails (defects) in red, hydrophilic PEG 
chains are represented as light grey shadows (water not shown for clarity).  B Scheme for energy 
conversion in a simplified perturbed system: the irradiated tubule, brought far from equilibrium by 
UV-light (state A), evolves in time toward a new equilibrium state where the monomers are 
disassembled (state B).  Among the pathways that the system can take to evolve from A to B, the 
conversion of the absorbed energy into kinetic energy proceeds faster at each time step when the 
cis transitions appear as spatially correlated (amplification of local defects, solid lines) rather than 
when these accumulate randomly on the tubule structure (dotted lines).  C Conversion of potential 
energy (∆U) into kinetic energy (∆K) in the system as a function of the simulation time after the 
transition of a first cis tail in the tubule (all energy variations are calculated respect to this reference 
point, set to 0).  D Energy dissipation: increase of temperature (∆T, red) and decrease of inter-
monomer interaction energy in the system (∆E, blue).  Grey shadows are the native data obtained 
from the NVE CG-MD simulations of a tubule at 5% of cis (see Methods).  

 

Dissipative dynamic behavior of the perturbed tubules.  We investigated further the deep 

origin for the out-of-equilibrium behavior of these tubules.  When the equilibrated tubules absorb 

energy from UV-light, these are brought far from equilibrium (in a new thermodynamic state A: 

excitation), producing the evolution of the system toward a new equilibrium state (state B: 

disassembly).  In our CGS* models, the absorbed energy appears as a penalty (bias) on the CNNC 
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dihedral term of the potential energy of the tubule – an energetic burden that is released when the 

excited tails isomerize into cis conformation).  We started from the hypothesis that among the 

(infinite) possible pathways to move from A to B, the tubule will take that allowing for the fastest 

(maximal) dissipation of the absorbed energy in time, while in the system considered as a whole 

the energy dissipated by the assembly is dynamically converted into something else.  

In the real system the energy absorbed by the tubule depends on the number of tails that are 

effectively excited by UV-light (which may vary with time).  However, let us consider a simplified 

scenario, where a fixed amount of energy is absorbed bringing the system far-from-equilibrium 

(state A).  Based on our kinetic analysis (WT-MetaD), it is interesting to compare two hypothetical 

extreme pathways, among all possible ones, that the tubule can take to evolve from state A (excited 

tubule) to state B (disassembly).  These are illustrated in the conceptual scheme of Figure 4b.  In 

one case the cis tails accumulate in a spatially correlated way, leading to the amplification of local 

defects on the assembly (solid curves).  In the second case the transitions appear randomly on the 

tubule structure (dotted curves).  Overall, the absorbed energy is the same in all cases and at regime 

(on an infinitely long timescale) all pathways would converge to the same state (B).  However, our 

WT-MetaD results indicate that the first case would allow the tubule to get rid of the energetic 

penalty provided by UV-light excitation (∆Udef, solid blue) faster compared to the second case 

(∆Urand, dotted blue).  While the absorbed energy leaves the tubule in time, in the system 

considered as a whole this does not leave but is transformed (E = U + K = cost.), inducing the 

dynamic evolution of the system.  In particular, to a change in the global potential energy (∆U: 

release of absorbed energy) of the system corresponds a change in kinetic energy (∆K: system 

evolution) over time.  The variation in kinetic energy in the system would be thus consistently 

faster in the case of spatially correlated vs. random defects (red ∆Kdef vs. ∆Krand curves). 
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We designed in silico experiments to challenge this concept.  We compared two tubule models 

where 5% of tails are excited and can undergo transition to cis as randomly distributed on the 

structure vs. spatially correlated into local defects.  The energy (bias) globally provided for the 

transitions and the total energy (E) is the same in both systems, while the unique difference is the 

distribution of the excited tails on the tubule (Methods).  We ran CG-MD simulations for these 

systems in NVE conditions, where the total energy of the systems is constant during the runs.  

Figure 4c shows the conversion of ∆U into ∆K in the two systems.  The results clearly demonstrate 

that, starting from state A, the conversion of ∆Udef into ∆Kdef is faster than that of ∆Urand into 

∆Krand.  In the former case the excited S* trans tails undergo transition quickly in the system 

(consistent with what is seen in our WT-MetaD simulations).  Conversely, the transitions take 

longer time to accumulate when these occur randomly – in the same timescale ∆Urand and ∆Krand 

barely deviate from 0 (Figure 4c: dotted red and blue lines).  Consistent results have been obtained 

also for 10% or 15% of spatially correlated vs. random excited tails in the tubules.  

Noteworthy, the ∆U and ∆K (Figure 4) are those of the whole system (solute plus solvent).  

However, the ∆U change is related to the tubule only – i.e., to the release of the energetic dihedral 

bias by the transiting tails.  On the other hand, the measured ∆K accounts for the change in kinetic 

energy of the tubule (dynamic breakage/evolution) plus that of the solvent (energy dispersion).  In 

these NVE simulations the systems are not thermalized, which allowed us to measure the variation 

of temperature of the systems during the runs (∆T).  The ∆T increases in time faster in the case of 

localized than in random defects (Figure 4d, black), consistent with the ∆K data.  The global ∆T 

of the systems is initially due to an increase of temperature of the tubule (Figure 4d, red: ∆Ttube, 

associated to the increase ∆K of the transiting tails).  However, it worth noting that with a small 

delay the temperature of the solvent also increases (Figure 4d, blue: ∆Twater).  This demonstrates 
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that part of the energy initially absorbed by the tubule is transferred to the surrounding and 

dissipated as heat.  Such a preferential way for this assembly to evolve out-of-equilibrium along 

the dynamic pathway allowing for the fastest dissipation of absorbed energy (local defects 

amplification) explains why these tubules break rather than uniformly dissolving in time upon UV-

light irradiation.23  In a broader sense, such innate behavior reminds  the dissipative adaptation 

seen in other supramolecular structures generated via chemically-driven self-assembly.58–61  While 

these systems are different from the light-activated tubules studied herein,25–27 they have some 

points in common, although the theoretical interpretation of their out-of-equilibrium behavior is 

still at the center of intense scientific discussions.58,62  Typically, in such systems the assembly of 

monomers is not spontaneous, but it is driven by the consumption of external energy or of a 

molecular fuel (consumed energy: E ≠ 0).  When the energy influx (i.e., the trigger to self-

assembly) changes (∆E ≠ 0), such systems adapt dynamically evolve following to the dynamic 

pathway that guarantees the fastest dissipation (or conversion) of energy in time.  While in our 

case the monomers self-assemble spontaneously into tubules and do not require energy for this 

process (E = 0), the energy provided by the excitation of the tails (∆E ≠ 0) triggers a similar 

dynamic response/evolution of the assembly. 

 

Energy dissipation through defects and dynamic evolution of the tubule.  To generalize and 

further demonstrate this concept, we developed a simplified dynamic “toy model” for the system 

(CG1).  Model CG1 reproduces the correct out-of-plane isomerization pathway of the excited 

monomer tails of AAS* and CGS* (Figure 2c,d,red).  However, in this case a reduced bias is 

provided to all trans tails in the tubule to undergo transition during a CG1-MD simulation.  The 

bias was optimized to reproduce the same average structural and energetic impairment in the tubule 
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obtained by equilibrating it at various cis percentages (see Methods).  In this sense, model CG1 

does not aim anymore at reproducing the precise physics of the monomer transitions in the 

assembly, but it is rather a phenomenological model in that it reproduces the average effect on the 

tubule of monomer transitions accumulating on a slow timescale.  Model CG1 allows observing 

the dynamic evolution of such a simplified version of the system at a resolution <5 Å (Supporting 

Movie 1).  The behavior of the perturbed tubule observed during the CG1-MD run (Figure 5a) is 

globally consistent with the static pictures obtained by equilibrating the tubule at the different 

percentages of cis as described above (Supporting Figure 4).  

 

Figure 5  Evolution of the tubule during the trans-to-cis monomer transitions.  a Snapshots of the 
tubule at various percentages of cis taken from the CG1-MD simulation (trans and cis tails are 
colored in blue and red, oligoether chains and water not shown for clarity).  b Decrease of order 
(ϕ) in the assembly as a function of the cis percentage (ϕ=0.96 in the native equilibrated tubule) 
during the CG1-MD run (red line) or equilibrating the tubule at various cis percentages (black 
points).  c Loss of monomer-monomer interaction energy E (in percentage, respect to the 
unperturbed tubule) as a function of the cis percentage (dynamic CG1-MD run in red; tubule 
equilibrated at various cis percentages, black points).  Error bars in the black data represent s.e.m.  
d Defects correlation and amplification: radial distribution functions (g(r)) of cis tails at different 
cis percentages obtained from the CG1-MD run.  The g(d) and g(2d) peaks (d: distance between 
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closest neighbor tails in the stack) indicate a high probability of transitions occurring close to other 
cis tails: defects correlation and amplification.  Black g(r) curve: 10% of randomly displaced cis 
reported for reference.     

 

The red curves of Figure 5b,c show the evolution of the ϕ and E parameters as the cis percentage 

increases in the tubule during the CG1-MD run, which intercept the black points obtained from the 

CG-MD equilibration runs at the different percentages (see Methods). 

It is worth noting that this case we are providing the same bias to all tails in the system for the 

transitions.  This is like giving an energy bath to the whole assembly.  While in such a case the 

excitation of the monomers is homogeneous, still the cis tails do not appear randomly on the tubule 

but rather as localized into defects during the CG1-MD run (Figure 5a, in red).  The radial 

distribution functions (g(r)) of the cis tails in the tubule demonstrate strong spatial correlation 

between the generated defects emerging early during the CG1-MD run, when the cis percentage is 

still very low in the system.  Shown in Figure 5d, the first g(d) peak (d: stacking distance between 

neighbor tails in the native tubule) indicates a very high probability to have cis transitions 

occurring close to other cis tails (defects correlation) already when the number of transitions is 

very low (the g(r) for a random distribution of 10% of cis is reported in Figure 5d in black for 

reference).  The second peak (g(2d)) demonstrates the strong tendency in the system to enlarge 

existing defects (defects amplification) rather than creating new ones on the tubule structure.   

From the CG1-MD simulation we calculated the interaction energy of each tail with the other 

ones in the assembly.  The plot of Figure 6a shows that at 2.5% of cis, two cis domains are visible 

in the tubule (red dots), while the average interaction energy of the cis monomers is decreased 

respect to the trans ones.  The same analysis conducted on the tubule at 5% and 25% of cis shows 

the amplification of the two cis domains (Figure 6b-c).  Interestingly, while in these cases the 

trans monomers tend to preserve their interactions, the energy of the cis tails is found less and less 
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favorable as their percentage increases in the system (insets).  This fits well with the non-

assembling nature of the cis monomers – at 25% of cis there are cis monomers spontaneously 

leaving the assembly (Figure 5a: black circle; Figure 6c: red point with interaction energy zero).   

 

Figure 6  Energy dissipation through defects amplification.  a-c Interaction energy E of each 
monomer with the other ones in the tubule as a function of the initial z position (Z0) along the 
tubule at 2.5% (a), 5% (b) and 25% of cis (c).  Trans tails are identified in black, cis ones in red.  
While trans monomers globally preserve their average interaction energy E, the interaction of the 
cis monomers (defects) decreases as the transitions proceed in the system (energy dissipation 
through defects amplification).  Error bars in the plots represent s.d.  d Spatial distribution of cis 
tails in the tubule obtained from CG1-MD simulations in native condition (monomer-monomer 
interaction: ε) or when the crowding in the system is reduced (monomer-monomer interaction 
reduced to ε/10). 

 

Our results prove that when these tubules absorb energy this is not uniformly distributed among 

all monomers, but it literally blows out from the local defects that are created and amplified on 

their structure.  This is consistent with recent studies on stress relaxation in vitrimers.63  Our WT-

MetaD study demonstrates that this is a kinetic effect, generated by molecular crowding.  However, 
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it is interesting to note that in our case the crowding in the system is intimately related to how 

strongly the monomers self-assemble.   

Therefore, as a final step we artificially decreased in our toy model the effect of crowding by 

changing the interaction strength between the tails in the assembly (ε), while keeping the same all 

other interactions and the bias applied to all monomers for the transitions in the system (see 

Methods).  At ¾ ε the tubule is still stable, while the spatial correlation between the cis defects 

appearing during the run is reduced compared to the native case (Supporting Figure 5).  For lower 

monomer-monomer interaction regimes (e.g., ½ ε), the tubule structure becomes metastable, while 

the spatial correlation between the defects decreases further.  It is interesting to observe what 

happens for an extreme case with ε/10.  Figure 6d shows the spatial distribution of cis defects 

spontaneously appearing during the CG1-MD simulation (in red) at 2.5%, 5% and 15% of cis in 

the native model (left, ε) or in a model with ε/10.  The difference is striking – in the latter case the 

defects appear as randomly distributed in the system.  Supporting Figure 6 demonstrates that the 

stronger is the interaction between the monomers in the assembly (ε), the more correlated the 

defects appear in the system.  We obtain a clear relationship between how strong the monomers 

self-assemble and how defects spontaneously appear and dynamically accumulate on the 

supramolecular structure.  These results are consistent, and help to rationalize and unify, the 

different behaviors seen in various types of similar assemblies: from the brittle cracking seen in 

photo-active crystals64–66 to the stochastic transitions in a solution of disassembled azobenzene-

containing monomers or, for example, in less structured assemblies.24   
 

Conclusions 

Understanding the molecular principles that control the dynamic evolution of a supramolecular 

system in far from equilibrium conditions is a prime challenge of supramolecular and systems 
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chemistry.  Gaining such a molecular knowledge of how supramolecular systems behave out-of-

equilibrium would enable us to rationally design active materials with fascinating bioinspired 

dynamic properties.  However, this typically represents a prohibitively difficult task.  

Focusing on a self-assembled tubule that dynamically responds to UV-light irradiation, we 

combined fine CG models and WT-MetaD simulations to study the transition of the azobenzene-

containing monomers in the tubule structure.  We found that the trans-to-cis azobenzene transition 

is an extremely rare event in a perfect tubule due to the high crowding in the assembly.  On the 

other hands, transitions are way more probable/frequent in the immediate neighborhood of an 

existing defect.  This provides a picture of the mechanism for the dynamic accumulation of the 

transitions in the system under the exposure to the stimulus leading to the amplification of local 

defects on the tubule structure. 

All our simulations showed that, when they are brought far from the equilibrium, these tubules 

react by opening local defects in their structure (singularities) rather than by a homogeneous 

destabilization of the assembled monomers.  Such innate out-of-equilibrium behavior is intrinsic 

in the assembly and it is deep encoded in the structure of the monomers and in how strongly the 

monomers self-assemble.  Our NVE CG-MD simulations prove that when the tubule absorbs 

energy, the latter is dissipated faster in time if the tubule creates localized/correlated rather than 

randomly distributed defects.   

Recently, it was shown how the intrinsic dynamics of supramolecular polymers (exchange of 

monomers) originates from defects.32,38  Interestingly, here we obtain clear evidence of how 

defects also control the dynamic evolution of an assembly far from the equilibrium.  These results 

shed light on the factors that control the dynamic and responsive properties of such active 

supramolecular systems.  We come out with a general principle showing us how defects, their 
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emergence and dynamic accumulation in the system determine the brittle vs. soft behavior of the 

supramolecular material in perturbed condition, while obtaining at the same time precious 

information to learn how to control them. 

 

Methods 

 

AA model    

Density functional theory and ab initio calculations demonstrated that the most favorable 

mechanism for trans-to-cis azobenzene isomerization occurs according to an out-of-plane 

rotational path involving the torsion of the N–N bond.46,47  First, we developed an all atom (AA) 

model for the monomer of Figure 1a initially having the azobenzene tails in trans configuration 

(Figure 2a).  The reference model has been parametrized using the Generalized Amber Force Field 

(GAFF).67  The CNNC dihedral potential in the unperturbed azobenzene tails has been set as in 

Figure 2a (black plot), natively having the minimum in the trans conformer.46,47  In the excited 

S* trans tails, this has been then changed by adding a tabulated potential with the functional form 

of a cosine that differs from zero only in the trans region.  In this way, the cis minimum is 

unaffected while the trans conformer becomes the new maximum in the CNNC dihedral potential, 

~53 kcal mol-1 higher than the cis minimum (Figure 2a, blue plot), which corresponds to the first 

excited state of azobenzene (S*).47  In this way, we obtained and AA model for the excited S* 

trans tails (AAS*) where the azobenzene tails undergo spontaneous trans-to-cis transition during 

an AAS*-MD simulation (see Figure 2a,b).  The transition occurs in the timescale of ~10–12–10–11 

s of AAS*-MD, consistent with the expected timescale for the azobenzene isomerization event.40 
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The out-of-plane transition pathway obtained with model AAS* (see Figure 2c, black) was found 

in optimal agreement with the rotational pathway previously obtained by DFT calculations.47,48  

QM/MM and AA-MD simulations have been recently used to model trans-to-cis isomerization 

in azobenzene-containing self-assembled monolayers (SAMs),40 nanoparticles,22 vescicles24 or 

tubules.15  In principle, biasing the cis-to-trans transition (e.g., changing the CNNC dihedral 

potential as in model AAS*) provides a way to observe the transitions on the assembly.  However, 

the limited space and timescales that can be explored at AA level typically provide an over-

rigid/brittle representation of the system where the structure of the assembly cannot relax in the 

correct physical way during the transitions.  Thus, we used model AAS* as a reference to build an 

analogously accurate but more dynamic CG model (CGS*).  

 

CG model   

We developed a CG model for the photo-responsive monomers of Figure 1a (CGS*) reproducing 

the correct trans-to-cis azobenzene transition consistent with model AAS*.  It is worth noting that 

a fine CG description was necessary in this case.  In fact, an over-simplified CG representation of 

the monomers and of their transitions (e.g., approximating the trans-to-cis azobenzene 

isomerization as occurring on-plane, etc.) would not allow to reproduce correctly the mechanism, 

kinetics and ultimately the effect of the transitions on the self-assembled structure of the tubule.  

We used the MARTINI force field as a basis to construct our CG model (Figure 2a),68,69 which 

guarantees a fine enough description of the system and has recently proved a good framework for 

modeling various types of supramolecular systems.29,30,32,33,35,38,39,70 Particular attention was 

devoted to the CG representation of the azobenzene groups and of the CNNC dihedral, to ensure 

that model CGS* could reproduce the out-of-plane trans-to-cis isomerization trajectory in the 

correct way.  We used only small MARTINI CG beads to avoid size mismatches impairing the 
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planarity of the structure (important for the formation of the stacked supramolecular tubules).  The 

hydrophilic oligoether chains were parametrized as done previously.30  The hydrophobic V-shaped 

part of the monomers was parametrized to best reproduce their dimerization free energy profile in 

water as obtained using the AA model.  This was estimated for both AA and CG models from 4 

independent Metadynamics71 runs (see Supporting Figure 2), where we used the distance 

between the central aromatic rings of the V-shaped tails as the collective variable (CV), a gaussian 

height of 0.12 kcal mol-1, a sigma of 0.06 nm and a deposition rate of one gaussian every 20000 

time steps.   

Unperturbed monomers were treated with a version of this CG model where the central CNNC 

dihedral potential in the azobenzene units was represented by the native black curve of Figure 2a.  

The CNNC dihedral potential was changed as in model AAS* (Figure 2a: blue curve) to obtain 

model CGS*, representing the excited trans tails in the monomers.  The bonded terms (bonds, 

angles, etc.) were tuned to ensure that model CGS* reproduced the correct out-of-plane 

isomerization trajectory seen of model AAS* on the CNNC and CCNN plane and in terms of out-

of-plane height of the tail end (see Figure 2c,d: blue vs. black).  Complete parameters for all 

developed CG monomer models (unperturbed and perturbed) are provided in the Supporting 

Information.  

 

CG model for the unperturbed supramolecular tubule   

The starting CG model for the tubule was built as composed of 180 planar hexagonal rings, each 

containing 6 monomers stacked on the top of each other (see Figure 1: scheme) and arranged in 

such a way to reproduce the AA models for these tubules.23 The tubule model replicates along z 

direction through the simulation box via periodic boundary conditions, effectively modeling a 

section of ~80 nm of length of an infinite supramolecular tubule (Figure 3a).  The CG tubule has 
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been solvated (using standard MARTINI W water) and equilibrated for 3 µs of CG-MD in 

unperturbed conditions (all monomers with the native CNNC dihedral potential of Figure 2a, 

black, showing great structural stability.  The order in the assembly was monitored by an order 

parameter ϕ,23 measuring the relative orientation between the monomers.  Starting from a value of 

1 (initially perfect monomer stacking/arrangement), ϕ readily equilibrates to ~0.96 during the 

simulation, indicating a highly ordered supramolecular structure in the unperturbed tubule (see 

Supporting Figure 3).  The evolution of the order parameter ϕ and of the monomer-monomer 

interaction energy in the tubule E (per-monomer) demonstrates that the tubule stably reached the 

equilibrium in the CG-MD regime (see Supporting Figure 3).  Order parameter ϕ was calculated 

with the PLUMED 2.4 plugin72 as in our previous work.23  All vectors representing the relative 

orientation of the central aromatic ring of each monomer have been calculated using the collective 

variable PLANES and then used as the input by the collective variable POLYMER_ANGLES to 

calculate ϕ as the average cosine between neighbor vectors.   

 

WT-MetaD simulations to study monomer transitions in the tubule   

As recently done to study rare molecular transitions in supramolecular polymers,32,38,39 we used 

WT-MetaD simulations to study the mechanism and kinetics of the monomer transitions in the 

assembled tubule.  First, we conducted WT-MetaD simulations activating (biasing) the transition 

to cis of one (unperturbed) trans tail in a perfect tubule.  From these runs we obtained information 

on the native free energy barrier for the process (Figure 3b, red).  The same WT-MetaD approach 

was used to qualitatively estimate the barrier to the transition (Figure 3b, black) of one 

(unperturbed) trans tail in correspondence (in the immediate neighborhood) of a cis defect already 

present on the structure of the tubule (the configuration of the tubule at 15% of cis was used to this 

end, taken from one of the simulations described in the next section).  The results were obtained 
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from 4 independent WT-MetaD simulations activating the transition for each system, where we 

used the central CNNC dihedral angle in the azobenzene tail units as the collective variable (CV), 

a gaussian height of 0.5 kcal mol-1, a sigma of 0.35 rad, a deposition rate of one gaussian every 

1000 time steps and bias factor 100.   

Next, we assumed one trans tail as excited (CGS*) in a tubule model where all other trans tails 

were unperturbed.  In such a case, the S* trans tail does not undergo spontaneous transition in the 

timescale accessible by a CGS*-MD simulation.  We used multiple infrequent WT-MetaD 

simulations to activate (bias) the transition of the S* tail to cis, and to reconstruct the real 

(unbiased) kinetics for the event.32,55  In these runs we used the central CNNC dihedral angle in the 

excited CGS* azobenzene tail unit as the collective variable (CV), a gaussian height of 0.5 kcal 

mol-1, a sigma of 0.35 rad, a deposition rate of one gaussian every 4000 time steps and bias factor 

50.   

The unbiased transition time (t) can be calculated from each infrequent WT-MetaD run as: 

 

𝑡 = 𝑡#$%&'()*〈𝑒-(/(0(𝐑),())〉#$%&'()*                                                                          (1) 

 

where V(s(R),t) is the time dependent bias, the bracketed exponential is averaged over the WT-

MetaD run and 𝛽	is kT-1.  We used the transition times (t) calculated from 20 independent 

infrequent WT-MetaD runs (Figure 3c: each grey “step” represents the t obtained from one WT-

MetaD) to build the transition probability distributions Pn≥1:  

 

𝑃89: = 1 − 𝑒%
=
>                                                                                                              (2) 
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where τ is the characteristic timescale for the transition.  The Pn≥1 distribution was found fitting 

well with the typical Poisson distribution expected for a rare event, proving the correctness of the 

adopted setup.56  The τ is found in the timescale of minutes (~101–102 s) for the transition of one 

excited trans tail (CGS*) in a perfect tubule.  The transition of an excited trans tail (CGS*) in the 

immediate neighborhood of cis defects already present on the tubule structure is considerably 

faster and could be estimated from multiple CGS*-MD simulations (~10-11–10-10 s).  This is close 

to the characteristic timescale for the transition in an unconstrained excited disassembled monomer 

(~10-11 s) and in free excited azobenzene. 40,57  These data are also consistent with the free energy 

barriers obtained from our WT-MetaD runs for non-excited tails (Figure 3b).  In the latter case, 

the barrier is very similar to that of the CNNC dihedral of an unperturbed disassembled monomer 

(Figure 2a, black curve).  In the former case, the barrier is higher.  The difference of ~27 kcal mol-

1 between the red and black barriers in Figure 3b is due to the crowding in the assembly, which 

makes the transition more rare (slower).  As a last check, changing the CNNC dihedral potential 

term of one excited trans tail (CGS*) in the perfect tubule as in the blue curve of Figure 2a, but 

setting the trans maximum as high as 67 kcal mol-1 (native barrier in the CNNC dihedral potential 

plus the additional energy necessary to win the crowding) made the transition occurring again in 

timescale close to the typical one for monomeric excited azobenzene.40  

 

Modeling the effect of the transitions on the tubule   

We were interested in studying the effect of the trans-to-cis transitions on the assembly.  In the 

real system the percentage of cis tails in the tubules increases on the timescale of minutes.23  This 

is imputable to a combination of factors including the low quantum yield of the light-induced 

excitation, practical limitations in irradiating all the monomers at the same time, the intrinsic 
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timescale needed for the transitions in the tubule, possible back cis-to-trans transitions in the real 

system, etc.  Modeling the stochastic nature of photo-activated monomer transitions that occur on 

such a long timescale exceeds the possibility of MD simulations.  Thus, we adopted a different 

approach.  If all trans tails in the system are considered excited in the tubule (unrealistic case), 

100% of cis is reached very quickly during the CG-MD run (see Methods).17,33 However, such a 

simulation setup accelerates too much the transition in the tubule compared to the relaxation time 

of the assembly.  The tubule does not have enough time to equilibrate following to the transitions 

and appears as over-brittle/rigid.  Thus, to obtain a more realistic physical picture of the system, 

we equilibrated the supramolecular tubule at different percentages of cis tails (2.5%, 5%, 10%, 

15%, 20% and 30%), which were kept constant during as many CG-MD simulations.  These 

configurations have been then equilibrated/relaxed via 5 µs of CG-MD simulations in NPT 

conditions (constant N: number of particles, P: pressure and T: temperature during the runs).  The 

cis percentages in the various systems were kept as fixed during these simulations (cis tails have 

the CNNC dihedral potential described by the blue curve of Figure 2a, while the unperturbed trans 

ones by the black one).  We then calculated the average energetic (E) and structural impairment 

(ϕ) of the tubule at the CG-MD equilibrium at the different cis percentages (Figure 3b,c: black 

points).  These parameters were used to optimize dynamic toy model CG1 (see below sections).  

 

Energy transformation during the dynamic evolution of the perturbed tubule   

Similar simulations at fixed percentage of cis – 5% (Figure 4), 10% and 15% – were also 

conducted in NVE conditions (constant N: number of particles, V: volume and E: energy) to study 

the conversion of the absorbed energy in the system during the out-of-equilibrium evolution of the 

system.  In these runs, we compared the configurations for the tubule used above (correlated 
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defects) with tubule models where the excited tails were randomly distributed on the structure.  

The same bias for the transitions was provided to both configurations of the tubule at parity of cis 

percentage, while the unique difference was the distribution of the excited tails.  Initially, we 

described the excited tails with the standard CGS* model, having the S* trans ~53 kcal mol-1 higher 

than the native trans minimum (Figure 2a, black curve).  However, in such a case in the tubule 

model with random distributed S* tails we could not observe any spontaneous transition (consistent 

with our WT-MetaD simulations).  This demonstrated that in such a condition the transitions 

require longer time than when these are spatially correlated into local defects on the tubule 

structure. To further prove this effect, we repeated the analysis by increasing the height the S* tails 

to 67 kcal mol-1 (native barrier in the CNNC dihedral potential plus the additional energy necessary 

to win the crowding).  However, also in this case the difference in the dynamic evolution produced 

by random vs. spatially correlated defects was striking (see data in Figure 4). 

 

Dynamic toy models   

We used these data to build a dynamic model (CG1) where the bias on the CNNC dihedral was 

applied to all monomer tails in the system.  The applied bias was optimized to produce on the 

assembly the same average effect/impairment (structural and energetic) obtained by equilibrating 

the tubule at increasing (static) percentages of cis as described in the previous section (Figure 

5b,c: red curves vs. black points).  Thus, model CG1 does not aim at reproducing anymore the 

precise physics of the transitions in the assembly, but rather the average behavior of the tubule in 

a regime where the transitions accumulate on a slow timescale (phenomenological model).  In 

dynamic model CG1, the CNNC dihedral potential is described by a simple cosine function with 

minimum in the cis and maximum in the trans: 
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𝑉(𝜑) = 𝑘(1 + cos(𝑛𝜑 − 𝜑0))                                                                             (3) 

 

where k = 4.78 kcal mol-1, n = 1 and 𝜑0 = 180°.  These values were optimized to obtain a 

consistent dynamic evolution of the tubule model during a CG1-MD simulation (Figure 5b,c: red 

curves vs. black points).  This was also verified to be the minimal bias necessary to effectively 

observe the transitions in the tubule in the timescale accessible by a CG1-MD, while in this case 

the trans-to-cis transitions accumulate slowly enough to leave sufficient time to the 

supramolecular structure to properly relax and equilibrate (soft behavior).  Noteworthy, model 

CG1 correctly reproduces the out-of-plane trans-to-cis transition pathway of excited azobenzene 

as models CGS* and AAS* (see Figure 2c: red vs. black/blue).    

Using CG1 as a toy model, we then decreased the interaction between the V-shaped tails in the 

tubule to study the effect on the spatial correlation of the dynamically generated cis defects.  In 

particular, considered the native MARTINI non-bond interaction (ε) between the CG beads 

composing the V-shaped tails (SC5 in the original model), we reduced these to ¾ ε, ½ ε and ε/10.  

As a criterion to distinguish cis from trans tails in all these simulations, we used a CNNC dihedral 

angle threshold of 90° (halfway of the trans-to-cis transition).  At ¾ ε the tubules are still persistent 

(see Supporting Figure 5).  Although at lower ε regimes these become unstable, the positions of 

cis tails for the ε/10 system were plotted in Figure 6d based on their original position in the tubule 

for comparison. 

 

Simulation parameters  

All AA and CG simulations have been performed with the GROMACS 5.1.2 software.73  The 

MD simulations to analyze the trans-to-cis isomerization pathway have been conducted in vacuum 

and at low temperature (100 K), to reduce the noise and using a time step of 1 fs for both the AA 
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and the CG system (slow enough to follow the fast transitions).  In all simulations we used the V-

rescale thermostat to control the temperature,74 with a coupling time constant of 2 ps.  All CG-MD 

and WT-MetaD simulations of the supramolecular tubule were conducted in water and in NPT 

conditions using a time step of 15 fs.  The simulations were conducted at 300 K of temperature 

and 1 atm of pressure using the V-rescale thermostat and the Berendsen barostat75 with semi-

isotropic pressure scaling, using a compressibility of 4.5 * 10-4 MPa-1 and a coupling time constant 

of 2 ps.  The CG-MD simulations used to monitor the energy conversion in the system (Figure 

4b-d) were conducted in NVE conditions using a time step of 10 fs.  In the absence of a thermostat, 

this allowed us to monitor the increase of kinetic energy and temperature in the system.   
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